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About This Game

Become the best castle builder in this original and addictive game where you must at the same time create a castle accurately
while protecting it from all the annoying baddies.

Features

 Unique concept, engaging and addictive game-play

 18 levels in the normal mode, 15 for the King Mode (Extra Hard), and 4 rounds of "Protect the Castle" mode (Survival)

 Upgrade your castle-building equipment and collect items to get rid of the villains

 30 trophies to unlock (achievements)

 20 atlas pages to unlock (character descriptions and tips)

 Funny characters and events with cartoonish graphics

Story and Concept

Monarchs come to you with a specific castle request, and your job is to build their dream palace piece by piece before the
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deadline without making mistakes. In the meantime, enemies come in and try to break your castle. They will try to burn it,
explode it or even steal the pieces but you must get rid of them with the right items to reclaim control!

In "Protect the Castle" mode, you must keep the pre-made castles intact as much as possible by dealing with swarms of enemies
attempting to take over... thankfully you have unlimited items in this frantic mode since the enemies are unlimited, too!
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Title: Castle
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Snails Animation
Publisher:
Snails Animation
Release Date: 7 Jan, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: XP and later

Processor: Single 2 GHz or Dual 1.6 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Storage: 70 MB available space

English,French,Italian,German,Polish,Russian
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It's a pretty simple game that keeps you on your toes.. Sadly enough I can't recommend this. Repetitive gameplay, lack of
challenge, over-reliance on the same childish humor. An utter waste of my money and time.. So i played this for 10 minutes and
my conclussion is clear. Is this a typical game for a free mini game website. Does this fit on steam? uuhm i would say no.
Lets tell where its all about; its a puzzle on time when you need to build the castle, on the way they already showed. It's on time
but also so much going on, like people who are attacking your castle and rain what blocks u to build. You need to focus on so
many things!
I dont have the feeling that i spent my money well. I payed to much if u ask me. I prefer this game on a free website and not on
steam, not even an achievment. But you can earn prices and more levels so yeah... nice try but no..

UPDATE 7 januari 2015 23:05:
For now it's too simple for a steam game, i hope they update in the future with more features so its more a complicated game
with more possibilities so it's more worth it!. Absolute rip-off for a sub-standard flash game. No unique mechanics.. not my type
of game. i think if you wanted to buy this game its a waste of time as well as spending money on it, i mean if it was free then
there would most likely be less complaints. It should be free because it is a strait up flash game or some type of cheep mobile
game so if you are like me dont waste your money on this.. Saw it on sale for cheap so not too much of a loss.

Grabbing\/holding parts doesn't consistantly work (60-70% fine), game decided at three different points to resize from
"Fullscreen" to "Original" - whatever damn resolution original is...
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I have played games on kongregate more entertaining than this, just do not buy it unless you like wasting money.
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